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Editorial overview

Photonics of 2D materials

The emergence of graphene and graphene-like two dimensional (2D)
materials has attracted a strong interest from the photonics community
in recent decade. Apart from zero-gap graphene, insulating hexagonal
boron nitride and semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides and
phosphorene/black phosphorus are being intensively investigated because of their fascinating photonic and optoelectronic properties. Compared to traditional bulk photonic materials such as Gallium Arsenide
(GaAs) and Silicon (Si), 2D materials exhibit many unique properties
important for device applications in nanophotonics. Firstly, quantum
confinement in the direction perpendicular to 2D plane leads to novel
electronic and optical features that are distinctively different from their
bulk counterparts. Secondly, their surfaces are naturally passivated
without any dangling bonds making them readily compatible for integration with photonic structures such as waveguides and cavities. It is
also possible to construct vertical hetero-structures by using different 2D
materials, without considering lattice mismatch issues that are common
in bulk semiconductors. This is because the 2D layers with different
lattice constants in heterostructures are only weakly bounded by van der
Waals force. Thirdly, despite being atomically thin, many 2D materials
interact very strongly with light.
This special Issue focuses on the most recent advances in the field of
optics, photonics and optoelectronics of 2D materials. This issue has 43
papers, covering light emitting diodes and lasers, non-linear optics and
ultrafast optical phenomena, photodetectors and photovoltaic devices,
optical modulators, plasmonics, 2D based terahertz devices and applications of 2D materials in communications, imaging, and sensing as well
as in various other optoelectronic devices and their applications.
It includes four invited review articles. C. Anfuso et al. summarized
recent applications of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to 2D materials.
In particular, the review focuses on the properties of 2D materials
with regards to nanomechanics, nanoelectromechanics, nanoelectrics,
nanospectroscopy and nanoelectrochemistry. The explanations of how
to characterize these properties using AFM techniques are also supplemented with recent examples from the literature. K. Wu et al. reviewed
nonlinear photonics of several 2D materials including topological insulators, transition metal dichalcogenides and black phosphorus. They
summarized the current specifications from these 2D material-based
mode locked and 𝑄-switched lasers. This review also offers new insights
for researchers on ultrafast photonics based on 2D materials. J. Lu et al.
present a comprehensive review on recent research investigations on 2D
materials such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenides using
THz spectroscopy. The review also includes characterization of electron
transport of graphene at equilibrium state and transient behavior at nonequilibrium state. This review would provide researchers a comprehensive understanding of fundamental THz properties of 2D materials. K.
Zhang summarized THz photodetectors with different physical working mechanism and introduced the state-of-the-art THz photodetectors
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based on various promising 2D materials, such as graphene, transition
metal dichalcogenides, black phosphorus and topological insulators. A
brief discussion on the remaining challenges and a perspective of the
2D materials based THz photodetectors highlighted the promising THz
applications of 2D materials.
P. Yan et al. employed ultrathin quartz plate-based multilayer molybdenum disulfide (MoS2 ) by chemical vapor deposition as a saturable
absorber to demonstrate it as an effective mode locker for ultrafast
photonics. X. Ma et al. investigated the influences of rare earth element
Eu3+ doping on the photoelectric characteristics of MoS2 films deposited
on p-Si substrates using vapor deposition method, and show that
the Eu3+ doped MoS2 films can be used to fabricate high efficiency
luminescent and optoelectronic devices. M. Shah et al. theoretically
investigated intensity-dependent optical nonlinearity in graphene-aided
D-microfibers. This study may open new opportunities towards nextgeneration all fiber graphene nonlinear optical devices by tuning the
chemical potential of graphene and varying radial distance and radii
of the D-microfiber. Z. Cai et al. report diode-pumped Q-switched
Pr:YLF lasers at deep red regime using a few-layer Bi2 Se3 saturable
absorber, revealing its potential as a saturable absorber for visible
solid-state lasers. B. Guo et al. demonstrate versatile soliton pulses in
a passively mode-locked fiber laser with a WS2 -deposited microfiber,
and demonstrates that such devices have high optical nonlinearity
for studying a wide variety of nonlinear soliton phenomena. W. Liu
reported fabrication of saturable absorber by magnetron sputtering of
WS2 and Au films on tapered fiber. The heat elimination and damage
threshold can be improved for WS2 saturable absorber with evanescent
field interaction. Q. Song et al. reported WS2 & graphene oxide based
saturable absorber for passively Q-switched mode-locked Nd:GdTaO4
lasers, and proposed that a mixed WS2 -GO saturable absorber could
be suitable for solid state lasers. L. Li et al. present a stable Qswitched Er-doped fiber laser with WS2 -based saturable absorber. Their
experimental results show that the WS2 /PVA saturable absorber can
work as a promising 𝑄-switching device for high power fiber lasers. M.
Liu et al. synthesized black phosphorus quantum dots (BPQDs) by using
a liquid exfoliation method that combined probe sonication and bath
sonication. The authors demonstrated saturable absorption of BPQDs at
1.55 μm suggesting that BPQDs could be an attractive nonlinear optical
material for applications in the field of nonlinear optics. H. Wu et al.
synthesized uniform SnS and SnS2 QDs via a convenient and facile
ultrasonic method. Their work demonstrates the potential of SnS and
SnS2 QDs for optical and electronic applications.
The 43 articles in this special issue are merely representative of the
research work in the growing and flourishing field of 2D materials in
photonics. This special issue tries to address a wide range of cutting-edge
advances based on 2D materials, from graphene, topological insulator,
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transition metal dichalcogenides to black phosphorus and 2D-materialbased QDs. A significant number of papers in this issue has been
devoted to the investigation of light–matter interaction in 2D materials, including nonlinear optics, ultrafast relaxation, THz photonics,
nonlinear Kerr effect, luminescent, optoelectronic, optical modulation
and their applications for saturable absorber, modulator, emitter, THz
detector and so on. The special issue therefore gives the readers a broad
perspective of the cutting edge advancements of 2D material photonics.

systems for a wide range of low-cost, printable and flexible photonic, (opto)electronic,
energy devices and sensing, in particular, distributed sensor networks for real time
environmental monitoring.
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